STRIKERS HEAR BERRY

He Shows Up Fakir Crew That
Fatens On Shoeworkers.

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE.

Speaker Warned Strikers That
Denton's Contribution of $2000 to
Federal Fund Was in the
Name of a Business Investment;
His Yold to Detail, Seattle,
Denton Long Features
The Usurpation of the
Ex-Sewers by Fakirs
That Savile Shoeworkers, But
All Workmen Should Take

Last night Mined Alliance 233, Social
Trade Labor Alliance, held a large
Meeting in the Park Palace Hall, 14 Broadway.
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"NOBLY WAGING THE CLASS STRUGGLE."

JULIO GOMEZ'S SPEECH ON THE NEED OF PROSTITY AND VICE.

The Law of Fleeings.

Workers had 3,200 million workers.

Workers of the "new South.""}

WAGES OF 5000.

WAGES OF 5000.

THE MARKS OF THE PEARL.

CAPITALISM TENDENCY TO DEGRADE.

Robert Kinesson Ely delivered before the A. F. of L. last evening his paper, "The Marks of the Pearl:" his paper, "The Marks of the Pearl:"
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A BOUNDLESS NATION.

CAPITALISM WIPES OUT ALL DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN COUNTRIES.

The Socialist Republic.

The Socialist Republic.

The first and most important production for use by man, was and is the production of food. The socialist state is not merely a mechanism for the distribution of food, but is the very basis of the production of all other products. The socialist state is the basis of all production. It is the socialist state that dominates and controls all the means of production.
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WE WEEKLY PEOPLE, SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1902.

GOV. TAFT A FORBIDDEN TRAVELLER.

Washington, D.C. — The Senate recently refused to stand by the Senate Committee on Commerce in any case where the Secretary of Commerce and Labor had taken a position before the Senate Committee on Commerce and Labor.

The move is regarded as a serious blow to the Senate Committee on Commerce, and it is feared that the Senate Committee on Commerce may lose its independence.

The Senate Committee on Commerce has been a powerful force in the Senate, and it is feared that if the Senate Committee on Commerce is weakened, the Senate may lose its independence.

The Senate Committee on Commerce is regarded as a progressive body, and it is feared that if the Senate Committee on Commerce is weakened, the Senate may lose its independence.
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